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UCLA to celebrate Jackie Robinson’s 100th birthday
Events include a panel about athletes, social justice and activism; a jazz concert featuring Arturo Sandoval; and ceremonies at a basketball game.

Seeing double could help resolve dispute about how fast the universe is expanding
At the heart of the dispute is the Hubble constant, a number that relates distances to the redshifts of galaxies — the amount that light is stretched as it travels to Earth.

Increasing murder rate is erasing gains in life expectancy among Mexican men, UCLA research reports
New study might actually underestimate the country’s homicide rate because many murders may be unreported or attributed to other causes of death.
Trip to D.C. with Chancellor Block helps UCLA students forge new relationships
Undergraduates also met with alumni to get a behind-the-scenes look at how the nation’s capital works.

When delayed gratification backfires
UCLA Anderson Review: A self-imposed quest for a perfect time to enjoy an indulgence often means missing out on actually having a good experience, research finds.

Simulated grad school classes offer students sample of rigors of pursuing advanced degree
BruiNext helps UCLA undergraduates — especially transfer students — who are unsure about applying to graduate or professional school, learn more.

This week’s news and feature stories on UCLA Newsroom
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Chicano Studies Research Center wins diversity award
The faculty and staff of the center were recognized for scholarship, public programs, community partnerships and policy-related research.
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A sampling of the week’s UCLA coverage in the news.

**Educators across the U.S. are inspired by L.A. teachers’ win | NBC News**

**UCLA’s Adam Winkler among nominees for 2019 National Book Critics Circle Awards | Los Angeles Times**

**UCLA researchers ensure minority representation in nationwide autism study [VIDEO] | KCAL-TV**

**UCLA’s perfect 10 gymnast targets domestic violence, body shaming | Reuters**

**UCLA scientists develop renewable source of immune cells to fight cancer | Los Angeles Business Journal**

**Turns out your standing desk isn’t solving your sitting problem | Wired**
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